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ME, RANDY LEE AND THE SUSANS:
AN INFORMAL, MOSTLY NON-LEGAL ESSAY ON THE
USE OF INDIAN NICKNAMES FOR SPORTS TEAMS
ROBERT LAURENCE*

It was well after I left the University of North Dakota law faculty that I
became a fan of the UND women's basketball team. It was easy to do. In
the first place, I jumped aboard the bandwagon during the heydays of backto-back-to-back national championships, the days of Tiffany Pudenz, Jenny
Crouse and company, spectacular players and irresistible charmers all. In
the second place, I was accompanied in my fandom by Randy Lee, my first
and best UND friend, who had enjoyed watching the women play from
early on. I was on a visit to Grand Forks, purportedly to give a paper at a
law school symposium, but actually to visit with Randy and several other
friends, to lift a Grain Belt or two at Whitey's, and to meet again the March
wind from the north. But the women were playing, I stopped in at Hyslop
and I was a goner. I've been a long-distance fan ever since.
Now, I needed some help, for it was not all that easy to keep track of
the University of North Dakota's women's basketball team from
Fayetteville, Arkansas, even if they were Division II National Champions,
and even if Washington Street in Grand Forks is more or less a direct
extension of College Avenue in Fayetteville. Look it up. But here Randy
came to my aid, doing what he did best; as a loyal friend he began to send
me clippings from the Grand Forks papers, including the Dakota Student,
first of the big games, then of all games, then of pre-season anticipation and
post-season re-hash. By the end, I suspect he was sending me every
mention of the team found in the local press, all carefully clipped and each
containing the complete details of authorship, date and source. I could have
written an undergrad term paper on the team and met even the most
meticulous professor's rules of attribution. I knew in Arkansas more about
the UND women's basketball team than all but the most devoted followers
in North Dakota.
Of course, there was a problem: I teach here in Arkansas, as I had
taught at UND, the course in American Indian law. Furthermore, I spend
much valuable time at the American Indian Law Center in Albuquerque,
and I travel a bit here and abroad speaking about Indian law issues. In fact,
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that's exactly what I was talking about in Grand Forks when I became a fan
years ago. Thus, the team's nickname made me squirm. So I proposed
early on to Randy that between the two of us the girls become The Sue, or
more formally - I hardly knew them after all-The Susans. (The Fighting
part always seemed superfluous.)
Randy took to the suggestion right away. For one thing, it was the kind
of tweaking of local sensibilities that he liked, at least in small doses. And
it was the kind of play on words that he, a wordsmith of some renown,
appreciated. But more importantly, I think, the change appealed to him on
a more basic level. The difficulties of American Indian life, and the
circumstances under which they lost the continent touched his sense of
justice, and raised his moral hackles. While I hesitate to speak for him now,
I believe that he sensed that the American Indians held the high moral
ground, surely as against European-Americans, but against African- and
Asian- as well. Which is not to say that he thought that Indians ought to
win all controversies, or even that all tribal nicknames are beyond the pale,
but from the very first days of my fandom, between us they were the
Susans, and we were with them, win or lose, champions or also-rans.
It is for that reason that I believe he would have enjoyed the present
debate, brought about by the NCAA's determination to ban the use of most
Indian nicknames from post-season tournament play. Perhaps he would not
have withdrawn his support for the team, as I, if cornered, probably would
have. Perhaps not. (I have to admit that, uncornered and from long
distance, I remain a fan.) It is for that reason that I, having been very kindly
asked to submit an essay related to Randy's life in the law to the North
Dakota Law Review, offer these largely non-legal observations on the
phenomenon of Indian sports nicknames.
I.

THE TIDE OF HISTORY

My first observation is that the debate has less to do with the law,
social policy or even its own logic, as it has to do with history, and that
somehow one suspects that history is against the Indian nicknames. When
the word n- - -

r was removed from American place names in the

'60s-the ninteen-sixties, I repeat-the term "political correctness" had not
yet been invented to deprecate such actions, but it is reasonable to guess
that there were those opposing the name changes on grounds
indistinguishable from those now used to defend Indian sports nicknames:
tradition, clarity, we're-really-honoring-not-disparaging-anyway, and stopbeing-so-thin-skinned. Nevertheless, and despite any hoopla, it happened
as, in retrospect, it was bound to happen. And these days, when one hears
Hootie Johnson defending the right of the Augusta National Golf Club to
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remain all male, one may accept each step in his logic but still have the
good sense not to bet against the Club's eventual admission of women,
presumably some tasteful interval before one qualifies to play in the
Master's and needs someplace to take a shower. You may like Hootie's
position today, or not, but, in the end, it will seem silly and Augusta
National will change.
There are certain ideas, it seems, whose times eventually come, and
sooner or later even those who wish it otherwise have to accede to the
notion that that time is here. I heard someone on the radio recently
defending the rather forward use of religion at the military academies by
noting that in the 1940s it was common for commanders to lead their troops
in Christian prayers and for no one to question the practice. It is probably
best that someone advancing that argument not spend much time thinking
about all the things that were done in the '40s that are done differently
today, for two, that the military itself was racially segregated and JapaneseAmericans were being locked in concentration camps under a theory that
was justified on nothing more than a blood curse.
Somehow, I suspect that Indian sports nicknames are near the end of
the line. Have a look at the list of colleges maintaining the tradition: Alcorn
State, Central Michigan, Catabwa College, Midwestern State, Utah, Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, Carthage College, Bradley, Arkansas State,
Chowan College, Illinois, Louisiana-Monroe, McMurry, Mississippi
College, Newberry College, Southeastern, and the University of North
Dakota. Now there's an easy list to stand out on.'
Several programs-Stanford, St. John's, Miami of Ohio-have made
the switch without apparent harm, and once it becomes easy to do, it will be
done. Compared with, say, integrating the bus lines of Birmingham,
Alabama, changing a school's nickname is easy. UND or Arkansas State or
Louisiana-Monroe may resist the tide this time, or next, but in the end, I
suspect, we'll see the nicknames change.
II.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH IT?

Some years ago, not long as such things are measured, National
Geographic came out with a series of books for children. Separate little
picture books with titles such as Spiders, Dinosaurs,Bears, Indians.

1. I concede that the list of lower-level schools is longer, and includes both my very own
high school, the Berea (Ohio) Braves, and the junior high school down the street from where I'm
sitting right now, the Ramey (Fayetteville, Arkansas) Indians. I also concede that on a certain
level it may be more important what local primary and, especially, high schools do than what
major or minor colleges do. The emphasis just now is on the colleges, and how the issues are
presented and resolved now will affect the resolution of the local issues later.
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Get it?
I cancelled my subscription and eventually, I think, they came to see
the offense, though I make no claim that those two events were connected.
They protested, I suppose, that they were trying to honor Native Americans
by issuing a book for children, a worthy enough goal, but it was the
association with the non-humans that did the plan in. 2 There may be
nothing inherently wrong with naming anything after Indians, but we are
talking, fairly or not, about guilt through association. In our world-the
one in which most sports teams are named after ferocious beasts-the
Indian nicknames have to go.
III. WHOSE DECISION IS IT?
The dominant principle of American Indian law today-in fact, since
the beginning-is tribal sovereignty: on issues such as these, the tribal
governments get to decide. When the Seminole Tribe of Florida signed off
on the use of their name by Florida State, that was largely the end of the
matter, or should have been. I have no idea at all what it would be like to
run a very small, very old, very fragile Indian tribe in a very large, very
young, very headstrong state, and I'm certainly not going to second-guess
the tribe's decision to accept, or even to support, the state university's use
of its name. I hope the fee was stiff, but I haven't looked into the matter. If
the larger Seminole Tribe in Oklahoma had not gone along, then FSU might
have been stuck calling their teams the Florida State Seminoles of Florida, a
name reminiscent of what we're supposed to call the Angels now. 3 The
Mississippi College Choctaws are potentially in precisely the same position,
and I don't know what the positions of the Mississippi Choctaw Tribe or the
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma are about the use of the name.
Of those schools named after specific tribes, then, UND is in a tough
spot, though nothing compared to the University of Illinois. Their tribe is
no longer in the position to give its permission, while UND's sports teams
are named after existing tribes (or some would say a tribe) much larger, less
assimilated, and much more fractured, not to say fractious, than the
Seminoles, Florida or Oklahoma. I suspect that UND can't get the job

2. Mesa Verde National Park presents the same offense, as the only national park dedicated
primarily to the works of man rather than nature. To some, this uniqueness could be seen as a
particular honor bestowed on the inhabitants of the cliff dwellings, but really, why isn't it a
historic site, like, say, Jamestown?
3. Now that I think of it, it might not be so bad for the FSU team to be called "The Florida
State Seminoles of Florida," for such a name would serve to remind people, perhaps, that most of
the Seminoles now live in Oklahoma, and how they got there.
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done, though offering a branch campus on every Sioux reservation might
help. 4
Regarding schools with generic racial nicknames-Indians, Braves,
Redmen-rather than a particular tribe, those nicknames go, as presumably
all the tribes will never be unified in granting permission. And why are
generic human names like Vikings O.K.? Norwegians and Icelanders are
not racialgroups; it's really just as simple as that.
IV. SO, WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
The difficulties with simply solving the problem caused by Indian
sports nicknames are two: first, Indians and second, sports. For whatever
reason, European-Americans tend to be proud of having some Indian blood,
especially if it's only a little bit. It's the piquant sauce of the white man's
blood, and it often seems like you can't get ten white guys in the room
together without one of them claiming to be a little bit Indian. This, in turn,
makes it easier for a member of the dominant society to claim that he
doesn't see the offense to the use of the Indian nickname: "My grandmother
was an Indian and I don't see what the damn problem is." Or "How can
this be racist? Why, I'm part Indian myself." Let it be noted that most of
the people that you hear saying such things have essentially no relationship
to any Indian community, on-reservation or off-, nor any appreciation of the
racism that haunts the lives of many Indians. Amidst all manner of
reservation despair, regularly seeing your race grouped among the animals,
n"-the Indian's "n- let alone seeing the word "R
_r"-regularly used in relation to the Washington, D.C., football team,
well, the typical sports fan, even the one who's a little bit Indian, has no
idea of how that can wear you down.
The second difficulty is that we are dealing with the intersection of
education and sports here. American sports are tied to American education
in ways that, in my experience, the rest of the world finds amusing. And, to
a large extent, the fight over what does and should go on in the sports arena
overwhelms the one over what does and should go on in the classroom. It
is very true that in many, many high schools around the country the
question of whether intelligent design should be taught in Biology class is
secondary to whether the football coach should have his contract extended.
On a very real level it is difficult for me to imagine that there is someone so
generous as to give $100 million dollars to a fine educational institution
with many uses for such a gift, but then to tie the gift to the continued use

4. See UND Nickname: Both Sides Meet, GRAND FORKS HERALD, September 9, 2005.
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of a particular sports nickname. But, for whatever reason, it happens.
Governor Jeb Bush, in support of Florida State, was quoted as saying that
the decision makers at the NCAA should get out more, and maybe he's
right. But to the extent that the world I am to get out into is one in which
the first concern of education is sports, well, I don't have to like it.
V.

CONCLUSION

I like to think that Randy Lee would have approved of my soap-boxing
the Indian nickname issue in his own law review. He always had a greater
tolerance for my quirky essays than did many readers, and he commented
thoughtfully to me on many Indian-law topics. And, as I mentioned at the
outset, he participated willingly in our cleansing our team of its offensive
nickname, even if we did it more frivolously and less aggressively than
some are now, and were then, approaching the controversy. Airing our
years-long and private protest here and now would, I think, meet his high
standards of propriety.
I never got to watch the Susans play in the company of Randy, for
which I am decidedly the poorer. It seemed as though there was always
some reason not to drive or fly to Grand Forks, and when I watched them
play once or twice on the road, Randy was always still at home. I can only
imagine, then, how pleasant an event that would have been, how widely
(and wildly) the conversation would have ranged, how loudly we would
have cheered for our re-named team, on a roll with time running down.
Instead, I was only a long-distance fan, my interest kept alive through his
faithful correspondence.
But I do have this: his last letter to me, postmarked January 10, 2005,
unopened. It is thick, presumably containing clippings about the Susans
from last season. But I have decided not to open it, for in its pristine form it
is a better reminder of him than if I were able to look at the clippings. The
address is written in his large, bold, blocky handwriting, not unlike the man
himself in those characteristics. He used my middle initial, as few others
do, and included the full, nine-digit zipcode, showing his lovely, if
persnickety, precision. His return address, and Paula's, is on a sticker
advertising doctorswithoutborders.org. The stamp bears an image of an
Acoma pot. It is a small envelope stuffed full-fuller, indeed, than he
could ever have imagined.

